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The Dirichlet distribution is parameterized by a vector of concentration parameters α. If α is
symmetric (so that each αi is the same) and α > 1, Multinomials drawn from the Dirichlet tend to
be more uniform (with mass distributed equally among all components); as α → 0, the Multinomials
tend to be more sparse (with most of the probability mass concentrated on a few elements). Why?

A K-dimensional Multinomial drawn from a Dir(α) can be re-parameterized as K normalized draws
from independent Gammas(αi, 1):

∀i ∈ [1,K], Yi ∼ Gamma(αi, 1) (1)

Z =
K∑
i

Yi (2)

Xi = Yi
Z

(3)

Take the symmetric case when all αi are equal. For high values of α, most of the draws from the
Gamma are relatively the same (i.e., they all tend to be on the same order of magnitude), so they
all contribute more or less equally to the normalizer Z and a roughly uniform distribution results.
For small α, however, it’s a totally different story – the difference between the highest values and the
lowest values is huge. Here the normalizer Z is dominated by the biggest elements, and all components
except for the biggest will effectively be zero.

α 5% Median 95% 95% / 5%
.01 4.5e-131 4.5e-31 3.4e-03 7.5e+127
.1 5.9e-14 5.9e-04 5.8e-01 9.8e+12
1 0.05 0.69 3.00 60.0

10 5.4 9.7 15.7 2.9
100 84.1 99.7 117.0 1.4

Table 1: [.05,.95] quantiles for Gamma(α, 1). As α→∞, the draws look more and more the same.

For the asymmetric case, sparsity still follows when the α components are very different, as the
normalizer will again be dominated by the Y ’s drawn from Gammas parameterized by the biggest
αi. For example, let K = 5, α = [.01, .1, 1, 10, 100] and consider the median values for the different
α’s in table 1 as being the unnormalized Y ’s. Here Z = 110.1 and the normalized Multinomial ≈
[0, 0, 0, .09, .91]. The same conditions for sparsity that hold in the symmetric case also hold here (e.g.,
small values of α, even if different, will encourage sparsity).
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